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Luxury Daily annually honors smart women executives who show the potential to make a difference next year in the
luxury business. This year's list features 26 honorees who have set ambitious goals to achieve in a luxury market that,
while growing, is also challenged by rapid changes in consumer behavior and technology.

Here is one honoree:

Ginger Taggart, vice president for global luxury brands, IHG, Atlanta, GA

"Today more than ever, consumers are choosing brands, especially luxury brands, by the deeper values
represented"

What do you most like about your job?
The favorite part of my job is the ability to delight guests from around the world by providing an intricately curated
backdrop for amazing memories backed by the reassurance of safety and cleanliness as one would expect from
trusted brands.

In hospitality, guests truly live within the immersive world of a luxury brand its design, service and essence come to
life and become a catalyst for treasured moments, often some of the very best memories of life.

What is the biggest challenge in your work?
These are some of the most challenging times for the travel industry.

In today's climate, looking after our guests, teams and communities, and supporting our owners while continuing to
deliver meaningful luxury experiences are the top priorities.

The challenge is to keep innovating despite the uncertainty.

Good ideas are abundant and continually compete for attention, but breakthrough ideas need to be courageously
found and nurtured even while moving at pace.
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How have you adapted to the new order of things with the public health crisis?
I have been incredibly proud to work at IHG during this unprecedented period.

From IHG's First Responders First program offering free accommodation to frontline COVID-19 first responders to
the rapid launch of the IHG Clean Promise to ensure safety remains paramount, values of "True Hospitality" blazed
forward.

Today more than ever, consumers are choosing brands, especially luxury brands, by the deeper values represented.
The brands that truly connect with today's modern, luxury consumer will embody intrinsic, humanitarian values.

What is your work priority for 2021?
The priority for 2021 remains continuing to deliver "True Hospitality" across the globe and across all of our brands,
supporting our owners and colleagues while continuing to delight our guests.

As we move into the next-normal phase of luxury hospitality, there will be a true desire for extraordinary
experiences, which we are poised to deliver.

What is your proudest achievement in luxury?
Working with an incredible team to drive IHG's luxury portfolio to become a formidable force in the luxury
landscape has been a true joy.

From the strong foundation of InterContinental Hotels & Resorts and Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants in early 2018 to
be complemented with the acquisition of Regent and Six Senses brands only two years later, it has been an
unprecedented level of growth for IHG's luxury portfolio, with unique luxury brands catering to individual guest
needs.

Perhaps the highlight has been the full re-imagination of the iconic Regent brand and leading the talented team who
brought this to life.

How do you see luxury evolving in 2021?
The current unprecedented time has driven an even deeper awareness amongst luxury consumers an increased
desire for brands with deep values, an appreciation for the pleasures of time with loved ones, time to recharge in
nature and beautiful, luxury settings, and a feeling of broader personal impact and connectiveness.

These will continue to become important themes as luxury moves even more deeply into the experiential realm with
customers searching for trusted brands who deliver upon these modern luxury tenants.
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